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Rapid Delivery Platform
Built on the Microsoft Power Platform
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We connect the smartest people
and the brightest businesses to the
opportunities they need to thrive.
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• Managed Services
• Digital Services and Solutions
• People Solutions

Microsoft Partnership Case Studies

NSW Police

Analytics and Mobility
Solutions
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Digital Forms & Workflow Digital Forms & Workflow
Solutions & Services
Solution

Mobile & Cloud
Integration Services

Rapid Mobile Application
Modernisation via Cloud
SaaS

Microsoft
Power Platform
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Rapid Delivery Platform
Functions

Fast Custom Power Apps development
Modular Component Framework
Canvas Driven
Branding framework
Utilises an Agile delivery approach
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Rapid Delivery Platform
Benefits

Power Apps Accelerator for Canvas Driven
apps
Faster time to market

Reduced Custom Code for custom UIs

Delivery Platform Dynamic (mobile/Tablet/PC)

Supports Power Apps CDS model and APIs

Utilise an Agile project methodology
Speed to delivery is increased due to existing
component library of forms, workflow, branding
and templates
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WA Police Force
Commercial Agents System (CAS)
Application Modernisation

Reduced Project Delivery time by 4 weeks
Improved customer satisfaction and
reduced front-counter time
Reduced processing time
(waiting/elapsed time) for applications
and renewals
WA Police Force testimonial by Acting Inspector
“When talking to the frontline staff using the application I receive responses that are very positive about the system as a
whole. e.g.
Does it make life easier for you?
Oh absolutely yes, much better!
So an improvement in the process?
God, yes, no comparison!
Does it help at the counter?
Its much quicker, I zip through the applications
Additionally, the cultural reception to the new system has been very positive. As you are aware the staff using SPA
work very closely with (in some cases directly on it) the L&R system and are aware of the issues that arose when that
system was first implemented in 2016. There was obviously a strong sense of apprehension about a new system,
however this seems to have been completely dispensed with and staff are talking in about the large-scale benefits to
them and the process provided by the new system.
This positive mood about the system on top of the positive outcomes achieved on L&R over the past 2 years is seeing a
strong cultural swing in the Division about the technology they work with.
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The overall outcomes from this project have delivered the expected outcomes from the first 2 increments
and we look forward to greater benefits with Increment 3 in the next financial year.”

